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NOMAD/9 Interdisciplinary MFA Thesis Exhibition

POLLINATORS FOR RADICAL CREATIVITY

In 2017 Zahar al-Dabbagh, Fatric Bewong, Blair Butterfield, and Sophy Tuttle began their
MFA studies by collaborating on a native bee habitat at Linda Weintraub’s homestead in
rural New York State, under the guidance Emily Puthoff and Jen Woodin of the Hudson
Valley Bee Habitat. Within a few days a sculptural arch arose: a place for interspecies
connection that featured seats for humans and countless phragmites tubes in which
native bees could lay eggs. Over the last two years a multitude of native bees have
hatched from the habitat that the students built that week.
Thus began a journey that took these artists from their homes in Saudi Arabia, Ghana
and the United States to points north and south within Central and North America.
Fall 2017 found them in El Salvador to work with Muriel Hasbun at Laberinto Projects
on themes of resiliency and cultural trauma. In Spring 2018 they worked in Miami on
a residency that included pedagogical experiments with Amanda Carlson on art and
diaspora, exploring ecology in thigh-high Everglades waters with Mark Dion, and
performing in a Hope Ginsburg Land Dive at Vizcaya. They began the P.A.R.K public art
project which debuts this month in Hartford with Mary Mattingly in the summer of 2018.
Then, during the 2018–19 academic year they travelled to Minneapolis-St. Paul to work
with Ramona Kitto Stately, Shannai Matteson and Amanda Lovelee in an exploration
of land, water, indigeneity, craft, settler colonialism and extraction. Their last spring
residency was in New Mexico investigating seed sovereignty and acequia culture with
the artists’ collective Seed Broadcast at the St. Joseph Mission School in San Fidel, and
spending a life-changing five days with Santa Clara Pueblo’s Roxanne Swentzell that
included camping in the snow of the high desert, learning how to dig clay and make
seed pots, and following the Pueblo diet – all while sharing stories around the fire, taking
walks under the vast New Mexico sky and living together off the grid. In between these
residencies, thesis advisors Christy Gast and Mary Mattingly provided an essential arc of
continuity and connection for Cohort Two’s artists. Through meeting every three weeks
by Skype, they fostered each student’s substantive research and regenerative creative
practices. The result of this mentoring is seen in the thesis projects presented here.
The artists that began their studies by building habitat for bees, are now leaving the
habitat of the Nomad/9 MFA, and moving towards their next chapters. These four
international artists have anchored the program during turbulent political times, and
modelled for the other students what artistic ambition and educational conviviality
can look like. We celebrate their thesis projects, as well as the many ways they practice
ethical culture in their home countries. We look forward to seeing their practices develop,
as they continue to serve as pollinators for radical creativity.

Carol Padberg
Program Director and Founder of NOMAD/9 MFA

NOMAD/9’S COHORT TWO: BUILDING TOGETHER

In March 2019, artist and graduate of NOMAD/9’s Cohort Two, Fatric Bewong, shared a proverb from her home in
Ghana ‘dua koro gye mframa a ebu’ or ‘an isolated tree cannot stand the might of a strong wind or storm’. That
is the condition of this artist-cohort and their practices. Like relationships in a plant family, these artists support
each other while rooted in place. Through the NOMAD/9 program, they travel to cities in the Americas where they
cultivate diverse and adaptive seeds alongside distinguished practitioners from places such as Hartford,
San Salvador, Miami, Minneapolis, New York City, Albuquerque, and beyond.
The four artists in Cohort Two have thrived in this community while grappling with topics surrounding
consumption, grief, magic, spirituality, the Anthropocene, and the Commons. They build worlds, reorganize tools,
and displace systemic expectations while transforming overlooked objects in order to revalue them.
ZAHAR AL-DABBAGH is an artist who lives between the United States and the Middle East.
Zahar’s work, Unearthed, Unanswered, Unknown, is driven by her relationships between these
two places that are so different but intertwined, and by political and cultural change in the Middle
East. Through video collage and sculptural installation, Zahar communicates the cyclicality of
death and rebirth, and asks viewers to read between the lines in order to carefully consider the
objects she confronts us with. Through layering her own text over culturally embedded texts in an
act that is akin to palimpsest writing or Derridan sous rature, Zahar embeds subversive messaging
into the preexisting “official” cultural doctrine. She uses shells in the way Gaston Bachelard
describes their contradiction in his book The Poetics of Space. They are simultaneously full and
empty; they inspire curiosity and fear as well as liberation and restriction. These particular shells
are collected from reclaimed land lots that were once underwater. The lots are being developed
for commercial properties and high-rises: they’re being built into new homes, but this time for
human inhabitants. Zahar responds to these still-empty dwellings in her home that seems to
her to be devoid of a guiding doctrine, and that now seems but an empty shell in need of a new
purpose.
In Some Requiems for Land, Sea and Sky, FATRIC BEWONG asks us to visit a landfill, breathe
the surrounding air, listen to the objects living there, and ask ourselves, do these toxic spaces
need to exist? And what is the power of a Thing1 in a vast sea of discarded things? Would many
of us consume in the same ways if we shared the experience of visiting this forgotten space?
Fatric sculpts with reused materials with the intention to revalue them as formal objects, colorful
and plentiful, sublime in their potential scale and scope. Through photographs and video of
herself dressed in the guise of an Earth Mother (a figure typically associated with healing) she
recontextualizes traditional Ghanaian proverbs to confer meaning from traumas to the earth and
all of its inhabitants caused by consumption-induced climate change. For all of its perceived
temporary conveniences, Fatric maintains that we do not need to inherit the destructive legacy of
capital accumulation, and that art can accompany a re-telling of the present day by insisting on
a deep generosity and reciprocity through maintenance, reuse, and revaluing the things cultures
have deemed valueless.

In the words of artist BLAIR BUTTERFIELD, art making is part of a Curative Culture: A culture
that relies on bridge-building across boundaries in order to cultivate a sense of responsibility
for the earth and the well-being of all of its connected neighbors. Blair is not satisfied with
diagnosing societal problems, but is seeking means for her art to actively challenge and change
destruction caused by extraction. Blair’s work Chasing Magic combines her life experiences
farming and co-building cooperative spaces with a personal journey through forms of spiritual
and social healing. A teacher by trade, Chasing Magic begins as a set of instructional travel
logs, where she shares lessons from various teachers. Through stories in these logs, she begins
to demystify an ever-expanding group of spiritual and animate objects. Then, she turns them
around and reintroduces an “aura”2 through contextualizing them as art. Simultaneously, she
changes the context of the exhibition space itself, from a space to pose questions to a pragmatic
one, perhaps more needed in our present day. This body of work is comprised of field notes,
photographic “plant portraits,” collected objects, and animate objects that will transform though
the course of the exhibition, as Blair continues her journey of co-learning and co-creating to be a
better steward of the Commons.
SOPHY TUTTLE developed the work Solastalgia (a term coined by philosopher and professor of
sustainability Glenn Albrecht) to describe both the cause and effect of the Sixth Extinction on
the earth’s inhabitants. Sophy’s holistic approach to making art accompanies the more narrow
and specialized scientific viewpoints that she draws on in creating her sculptural installation.
The monument is made of 176 boxes containing images and evidence of the approximately 176
species a day who become extinct due to human interventions into land and habitat, as well as
the volatile effects of rapid climate change. Solastalgia is a collection of found images collaged
with improvised and reused materials, paintings, and text. Both painting and collage are tools
Sophy returns to in order to tell stories that affect a change in peoples’ perceptions. To her, art
is a tool that can help change the workings of a system. While we live under economic systems
that externalizes costs, Sophy’s work reminds us that we need to find ethical ways for art to
expand our collective potentials for transformation. She’s starting that process with a monument
that both celebrates the lives of endangered beings while mourning those lost.
Making art requires tremendous courage and compassion, because the aim of art is to ask challenging questions
of ourselves, each other, and of the world. An artist’s creativity often evokes complexity and contradiction, and
it’s the job of an artist to hold these inconsistencies in balance while continuing to search for meaning. With their
unique skills and voices, these artists come together as a coalition, creating potentials for more just worlds.
Founded by Carol Padberg in 2015, NOMAD/9 is an MFA program at the Hartford Art School dedicated to the
concept of regenerative culture. It is based in a philosophy of adaptation, diversity, and systems thinking.

MARY MATTINGLY, Faculty
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Fatric Bewong references Jane Bennett’s book, Vibrant Matter, in which the author describes the vibrant materiality of objects,
and refers to the power of materialism in a landfill where objects generate streams of chemicals which can transform human biology.
In Walter Benjamin’s book The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction, a work of art had an ‘aura’ or an appearance
of magical force arising from its uniqueness.

ZAHAR AL-DABBAGH / Unearthed, Unanswered, Unknown

If water stands motionless in a pool it grows stale and muddy, but when it moves and flows
it becomes clear: so, too, man, in his wanderings.			
—Near Eastern Proverb
This body of work urges the questioning of the status quo of the existing shared human condition
and the meaning and authenticity of change in the name of development and progress. The artist
works with metaphor and the use of objects in particular contexts to represent and symbolize
the layers of complexities beyond the mere physical constraints of these objects. This work
is addressed with a humanistic approach and within the reality that we are all living different
versions of the human experience. With the intention of shared knowledge with mindful purpose,
the artist creates spaces for cultural exchange and additional interpretations in an effort to find
and weave together the common threads between others’ lived experiences.
Absence, Present XXI° XXXIV ‘L.VI” N XXXIX° VII’ LVIII.VII” E - XXI° XL’ XX” N XXXIX° VI’ LIV. IX” E
is a composition of shells and marine rock of different types, shapes and sizes excavated and
collected by the artist from reclaimed land lots that were once underwater. These empty lots will
soon cease to exist as they are slowly being developed for commercial properties and high-rises
with the aim of evolvement and progress. Just as many of these “developments” are cosmetic
and with no core purpose, the shells also no longer have a function beyond the visual. They exist
now merely as an aesthetic. They are also in their own formation a physical representation of the
passage of Time: an unquestionable and unstoppable force in an era of human hubris, neglect and
a chronic condition of the illusion of permanence.
What you see serves as representation for what once was, a reminder of what is, and a caution for
what may come.
A Thousand and (One) Question is a video collage sequence of 40 pages and texts from a small
but dense book entitled More than 1000 Answers for Women, published in 2004. Compiled
by male clerics/clergy to serve the patriarchy, its authors have claimed divine authority in
orchestrating questions and forming what they believe to be suitable answers regarding how
women should conduct themselves in their social and personal spheres. Though in reality, the
claims and instructions in these “answers” have no basis in the actual scriptural and spiritual
references of the faith - it is but the universal age-old oligarchical form of dominance through the
vulnerabilities in Belief. When the awareness of this is suddenly realized and awakened, certain
disorientations may occur, disruption and disarray arise and one is compelled to question the
status quo and ultimately the authenticity of their “reality”.
No book entitled More than 1000 Answers for Men exists.
Where There is Ash is an installation comprised of the presence of three elements out of four that
make up the incense burning process. A mound of ash is juxtaposed with a two-channel video
of continuous burning of charcoal and incense smoke, rising in darkness. Incense is used in many
cultures to signify special rites and other occasions, as well as a symbol of ceremony and wealth
that carries other connotations of intercultural trade, exchange and storytelling. As the incense
burns, two polarities remain in place: the all-pervading scent diffusing through the air, and the ash
left behind. Both elements signify lingering and simultaneous roles that culture performs within
a society and its leadership. Traditions and stories are shared and spread through families and
communities to leave guiding traces of surviving ancestral knowledge. However, remnants of the
manipulation of these cultural concepts exist as those in leadership may often misuse them as
tools of power and control over a people.
The lasting effects of these distortions are difficult to overcome, just as it is to try and remove the
ash off of a white surface.
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FATRIC BEWONG / Some Requiems for Land, Sea, and Sky

If all could visit landfills and breathe in its air, listen to and observe its trash for a couple of
hours, I believe this would change people’s consumptive behavior. Three years of curiosity has
led me to landfill sites /dumps and has enabled me to understand the afterlife of trash. This
has greatly transformed my perception of what we call trash/waste.

The multidimensional works on display are the result of ongoing projects that explore the impact
of post-consumer petroleum-based products on land, water, and air. I am interested in exploring
and utilizing the “thing-power” in discarded objects and materials to draw people to the life
force of these objects and their impact on the environment.
In Red, Black & White (III), I breathe new energy into waste scraps by transforming them into
aesthetically pleasing wall drapery. This creates an entry point of familiarity for my viewers
to open up dialogue and conversations about trash, share their stories and memories of what
has gone extinct with the birth of petroleum-based products. This piece cautions the viewer
to reflect on crucial questions such as, how do we permanently solve the problem of waste
pollution when the trash is recycled or upcycled, reused or reduced? Where does your trash/
waste go? Do you consider the end-life of waste products and their impact on other living
organisms when they are discarded into bodies of water or landfills or even exported to other
deprived countries? What are you wearing? Where will it go after your use? What role do you
play as the viewer of this piece in the complexity of the trash that we create as humans? Are you
saving the situation or are you complicit in fostering the menace of trash?
The Visitation of Asaase Yaa is a seven-minute video in four looped parts. The video plays with
recorded sounds of specific locations where the accompanying shots were taken. In this video,
I present mother earth as a woman to caution the viewer to look back at the abuses caused by
humans and to take a deliberate action to protect the trees, water, air, and the land.
If Only You Could Stay With Me Longer is an installation of wrapped wires suspended from the
ceiling. This creates a visual landscape of fragments of synthetic textiles complexly overlapping
each other when viewed from a distance away. Within the space is the soundscape of recorded
sounds of specific birds, snakes, and frogs, species that have been enlisted as endangered
species or have gone extinct. The work advocates for all the species that are being displaced or
going extinct as a result of all these petroleum-based products taking over the landscape.

The Visitation of Asaase Yaa
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BLAIR BUTTERFIELD / Chasing Magic

HUMAN KNOWLEDGE OF THE LAND IS EQUALLY AS ENDANGERED
AS THE LAND ITSELF.
How do we (humans) regain lost knowledge? How do we re-skill, pass stories and make heirloom
family? Can these processes help our cultures enter again into a reciprocal relationship with
nature? Chasing Magic is an installation and the result of a journey to heal and find magic in
one’s life. This journey began with considering how to do more than sustain ourselves on
this planet and choosing to regenerate our knowledge of land and ways to live lightly upon
the planet.
The installation is comprised of field notes, photographs, and objects collected along a personal
journey of surrender, learning, healing and growth. From traveling and farming throughout the
Americas, I have been in reflection of the relationships humans have to the natural world. Along
my path I observed that magic seems to prevail most among people who live in close proximity
to nature. These are people who are caretakers of the place in which they live, cultivating and
alchemizing with the elements that surround them. As a witness and participant in moments
of magic, I have collected objects that not only represent a memory of a place, an action, or
a person, but are also tools of ritual. Rituals that involve clearing energy, creating protection,
grounding a person, manifesting intentions, opening and healing the heart, showing gratitude,
and forms of divination.
Plant Portraits is a group of photographs that highlights our economic, medicinal, and spiritual
relationships to plants and also includes images to represent the magic of the unknown. A
portrait of Mayna Parvifolium, an unclassified fruit from the Southern Amazon of Peru, reveals
that there remains much to discover on this planet and still time to save what is not yet lost.
A deep part of healing and regenerating is in our connection to each other, in our relationships,
in our communities and in our families. In reflecting this, I display my personal notes,
photographs, letters and writings that have been generated throughout the last two years.
This archive embodies the importance of the roles we fill: as mother, wife, friend, teacher,
student, and steward of heart and land in the Anthropocene. These are artifacts of time,
of place, of thoughts, that have become biographical, and familial archive.
An element of the installation includes a copper alembic still. The still is used to create essential
oils and hydrosols from foraged plant materials. I will offer a workshop that guides participants
in walking land, finding aromatic plants, and making a distillation of an oil or hydrosol. I hope you
become inspired to take your own curative journey to help regenerate yourself and the place in
which you live, because we are the magic makers.

Unknown Fruit of Mayna Parvifolium sp,
Baltimore, Madre de Dios region of Peru,
2019
Digital photograph printed on hot press cotton paper,
30x40"

SOPHY TUTTLE / Solastalgia

Solastalgia n. A concept developed to give greater meaning and clarity to environmentally induced distress. As
opposed to nostalgia—the melancholia or homesickness experienced by individuals when separated from a loved
home—solastalgia is the distress that is produced by environmental change impacting people while they are directly
connected to their home environment. —Glenn Albrecht, et al. 1
Solastalgia is the culmination of my research and personal reflections on the Anthropocene era. During my time
investigating what it means to be living in this troubled world, the overarching themes of grief, memory, reverence,
and celebration have surfaced again and again.
The installation is a memorial to the estimated 150–200 species that go extinct every day on Earth. 86% of
the species on land and 91% in the ocean have yet to be scientifically identified and named. The memorial
commemorates all of the species officially classified in 2018 as “Extinct,” “Extinct in the Wild,” or “Critically
Endangered (Possibly Extinct in the Wild)” in reports from various organizations such as the The International Union
for Conservation of Nature and BirdLife International. By using this classifying system I implicate the human hand in
the rapid rate of extinction while highlighting the anthropocentric desire to officially record the name and status of a
species in order to document and recognize its loss. There are 74 species represented on the wall, leaving 124 blank
spaces for the unknown species that never came into contact with the scientific community.
The use of natural objects, textbook illustrations, and gridded display structure recall Western anthropogenic
impulses to classify, study, and organize the chaos of “nature,” much like the cabinet of curiosities of the 17th century.
While I wish for this monument to be a vessel for holding grief, I would also like it to be a source of reflection on
the causes of the Sixth Extinction—the global mass die-off of species we are currently witnessing. Since Aristotle,
Western thought has maintained the position that man is superior to all other forms of life. Therefore, many of us
view the capture, use, and extermination of other species as a distant and scientific endeavor. My intention with
Solastalgia is to reimagine our domination-based relationship with other species and consider how it would be
reconfigured if we were able to pay the same amount of respect to our fellow creatures as we do to our own dead.
The form and structure of Solastalgia are informed by the día de los muertos altars I encountered while living in
Oaxaca, Mexico, as well as elements from natural history museological displays. I was struck by the deep reverence
the Mexican altars inspired in me and wanted to capture that sentiment in my own work. Each reclaimed pine box is
hand-built and includes collage, painting, and found objects that refer to the intricate life of the species as well as the
contributing factors to its death. In this way, the installation is a lament of loss as well as a celebration of life.
The accompanying Guide to Grief in the Anthropocene is a pictorial synthesis of scientific information from the
IUCN reports and my own personal reactions. It includes ways of coping with such overwhelming information in a
regenerative way. This book is not only an aid for inner-healing through grief and acceptance, but also an inspiration
for action once that healing has occurred.
After experiencing the installation and booklet, the viewer is invited to touch, smell, taste, and otherwise contemplate
a collection of objects, both human-made and borrowed from the natural world. She is asked, “What makes an
experience rich and meaningful?” Human-made objects often lack smell, taste, sound, or even a satisfying feel. What
would it be like to live in a plastic world with no pinecones? The viewer is then asked to write down the thoughts or
feelings this experience invokes in a guestbook, while also reading the ideas of others who came before her. The act
of writing has been proven to be an effective way to process complicated or overwhelming emotions of grief.2 Each
time this piece is shown, more comments will be added to the same book, building a compendium of reactions to the
losses of the Anthropocene. In the same way a guestbook serves as a way to capture memories of the deceased at a
funeral, this book will serve as a record of our collective reactions to this critical time.
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This publication chronicles the art and writing
produced by members of the NOMAD/9
Interdisciplinary MFA. The NOMAD/9 MFA is
dedicated to regenerative culture and fosters
art and creative leadership necessary for the
times we live in.
What does radical creativity look like
in the 21st century?
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